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Abstract

The concept of effective diffusivity is employed to model ,_ Volumetric heat generation rate
various processes of heat transfer in a volumetrically heated t time "
fluid layer subjected to different initial and boundary condi- T Instantaneous temperature !
tions. The approach, which involves the soh, '_on of only heat i

diffusion equations, is found to give rather accurate predic- _ Mean temperature
tions of the transient response of an initially stagnant fluid To Lower surface temperature

layer to a step input of power as well as the developing and I TI Upper surface temperature !
decaying nature of the flow following a step change in the ' Too Value of To at steady state, I
internal Rayleigh number from one state of steady convection Tm Maximum temperature
to another. The approach is also found to be applicable to u Fluctuating velocity component in the x-direction
various flow regions of a heat-generating fluid layer, and h 0" Mean velocity component in the a: direction !i
not limited to the case in which the entire layer Is in turbu- v Fluctuating velocity component in the It-direction i
lent motion. The simplicity and accuracy of the method are V Mean velocity component in the It-direction
clearly illustrated in the analysis. Validity of the effective dif- u, Fluctuating velocity component in the z-direction i
fusivity approach is demonstrated by comparing the predicted W Mean velocity component in the z-direction !
results with corresponding experimental data. z Axial coordinate in the horizontal direction

It Horizontal coordinate normal to the z-direction
'_ z Vertical corrdinate measured upward from the
_'Nomenclature lower surface of the layerI

_A, Coefficients for the eigenfunctions, n : 0,1, 2, 3, .. .
Ce Specific heat Greek Symbols
Fo Fraction of power generated in the layer that is "

transferred downward a Molecular thermal diffmivity ,,
Ft Fraction of power generated in the layer that is a, Turbulent or eddy diffmivity for heat

transferred upward c_m Effective thermal diffmivity
g Acceleration due to gravity /_ l_baflc coefficient of thermal expansion
k Molecular thermal conductivity q Dimensionless vertical coordinate, z/L
L Total depth of the layer ¢ Function of q governed by equations (24) and (25)
Lt Depth of the lower conduction sublayer 7 Ratio of the volumetric heat generations rates,
/,2 Depth of the upper convection sublayer .-qd,-q!

INut Nusselt number at the upper surface of the layer _. Eigenvalues, n "- 0,1, 2, 3,...
IPr Prandtl number v Kinematic viscosity
I Rat Internal Rayleigh number _ Function of r and q governed by equations (26)

I Rago Rayleigh number defined by Kulacki,_nd and (27)Goldstein [8] ..0_.......... Fluctuating temperature
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turer, or otherwise does not nccessar/ly constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
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O_ Dimensionless initial temperature of the layer for other flow situations. Moreover, during the initial transient
e_, Dimensionlesstransienttemperatureof the layer stage,there may not Ix: any turbulentmotionspresentin the"
T Dimensionlesstime,ot/L s ,melt layer. Also, with decay heat removal from the bottom

Eddy heat flux side of the layer, conduction could be the dominant heat
transfer mode, in the lower portion of the layer throughout
the entire transient stage. Thus, it is inadequate to apply a

Subscripts ' turbulence model to the melt layer as a whole even thoughsuch a model becomes available.

0 Lower surface To circumvent the above difficulty, an alternative approach
1 Upper surface based on the concept of effective thermal diffusivity is pro-
/ Final state of steady convection posed in this study. Various processes of heat transfer in a
i Initial state of steady convection volumetrically he_.ted fluid layer subjected to different initial
I Internal heat generation and boundary conditions are treated using the effective diffu-
max Maximum tsivity approach. The simplicity of the method is illustrated in
t Turbulent ithe analysis. Validity of the effective diffi_ivity approach is
w Wall idemonstrated by comparing the predicted results with avail-
oo Infinitely in time ',able experimental data.

j ,

Superscripts 2 Effective Diffusivity Formulation

, Per unit time The concept of effective diffusivity h illustrated in this

Statistical average section by considering the process of turbulent thermal con-
vection in a horizontal layer of heat-generating core melt. The
general form of energy equation in Cartesian coordinates can

: 1 Introduction be written as
I

Turbulent thermal convectionin a horizontal layer of I r/ifT _ +W__._
heat-generatingfluid hasreceivedconsiderableattentionmainlyI pC, (--_- + O= + ''_ oz l .

vere accident in nuclear reactors. In the final phase of such _ &_'z + k + _zz &_"z + S (1)
an accident, a pool of core melt could form at the bottom of

the reactor vessel. The fission products present in the melt _where U, V, and W are the instantaneous velocity compo-
generate heat at a high decay power level. As a result, heat !nents in the =, y, and z directions, respectively, and S is the
source-driven natural convection at high Rayleigh numbers Ivolumetric heat generation rate. Other symbols are given in
can be expected in the melt layer. To properly assess the ithe Nomenclature.
coolability of the core melt and to estimate the thermal load-
ing on the barrier structure, it is necessary to determine the I To descn'be the turbulent flow statistically, the instants-
transient thermal behavior of the beat-generating melt layer. [neous quantities are decomposed in their mean and fluctuat-

• The subject of heat source-driven thermal convection in iing parts, Le.,
a horizontal fluid layer has been studied quite extensively i U = _' + u

by many investigators, as can be seen in the review article t V = V + v ] (2)
by Cheung and Chawla (1987). In most of the previous W = W + to
studies, the boundary conditions of the layer are considered T = T + 0
to be known a priori. However, in an accident situation,
the transient thermal behavior of the core melt is strongly For a statistically one-dimensional flow, we have (see Cheung
coupled to the heat transfer processes in the surrounding 1980)

•structures. The boundary temperatures and the boundary heat
'fluxes at the melt/structure interface are unknown quantities. ]7 = ]7 = 0 (3)
:.In general, they are strong functions of time and must be /) /)
_determined as part of the solution to the conjugate problem. _z : _ : 0 (4)

Rigorously, the equations of motion need to be employed Substitutingequations (2) to (4) into equation (1), and taking :
together with an appropriate energy equation to describe the statistical average, we get ',
the core melt heat transfer. Tackling the problem in this

manner is extremely difficult since the flow is usually trandent 0T _z _ W_ _ ':and other processes such as dissolution and melting of the _" + _ + (v-"b)+ Oz + (w'_) ,

structural material may occur at the solkl boundaries of the 0 (_[ir_) t._i melt pool. So far, there is no suitable turbulence closure : m0z _z + _pC_ (5) it
model available for this type of instability-driven flows. The l
turbulent coefficients and specific forms of most t-e modeb The second and third terms on the left hand side of the above ]

(Launder and Spalding 19"/_ Spa!ding 1978) were developed equat!on m_t vanish according to equation (4) whereas the i

,, ,*,** • , , 1, , ,I,'ll,' . _ . ,,,* ,:._
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fourth term is also zero since ];iT = 0 as required by the : *The major object_e of this study is to demonstrate the validity
continuity equation. Thus the energy equation for the core- of the above effective diffusivity approach.

melt layer becomes i i It should be noted that equations (10), (12), and (13) are

0T O(a0T ) _ 5 i . applicable only to the case in which the entire fluid layer
..... , is in turbulent convection. This is the situation when the

Ot Oz _'z (w---_)+ PC'p (6) I 'lower surface of the layer is thermally insulated, as studied

where w--"0is the eddy heat flux. I '.by Kulacki and Nagle (1975), Kulacki and Emara (1977)

In general, _ is a time-dependent local variable that needs t i and Kehani and Kulacki (1983). For the case in which the' i lower surface is cooled (Kulacki and Goldstein (1972), the
to be determined from the equations of motion for the flue- i i dominated heat transfer mode in the lower portion of the
tuating quantities. Determining the eddy heat flux this way is i ;.layer is conduction, where the temperature stratification is
extremely difficult since there is no adequate turbulence clo- It hydrodynamicallystable. In such case, equation (10) may still
sure model applicable to this type of thermal instability flows, i be employed. However, am must take a different form as
Up to now, there is no evidence that the k-e type turbulence I given below:.
models could predict the turbulent flow behavior in a hori-!

zontal heat-generating fluid layer. Note that for a statistically i _ a for Or_/Oz > 0 (lower layer)
one-dimensional process under consideration, both the mean ] am = I, Nul_ for 0'_/0z < 0 (upper layer) (14)
velocity and the main shear stresses are zero everywhere in,
the fluid layer. Also, depending on the boundary condition I The above effective diffusivity formulation will now be em-
at the lower surface, the lower portion of the layer may not tl ployed to study turbulent thermal convection in a horizontal
have any fluid motion at all. These factors attribute to the [ layer of heat-generating fluid subjected to different initial and
difficulty in modeling the turbulence behavior in the layer. I i boundary conditions.
Hence an alternative approach based upon the concept of I
effective diffusivity is deemed necessary and appropriate. ,

3 Transient Response Following a Step
In terms of the turbulent (or eddy) diffusivity at, the eddy

heat flux can be written as Input of Power

0'F Kulacki and Nagle (1975) conducted an experimental in-
_-_ffi-o_,_; (7) vestigation of thermal convection in a horizontal layer of fluid

Substituting equation (7) into equation (6), we get containing uniformly distributed volumetric energy sources.
The layer was bounded from below by a rigid zero-heat-flux

0'_ 0[ 0,_1 ,_ surface and above by a rigid isothermal surface. Experimen-t" : 0"_ (or + _*)_'z + P'--_e (8) tal measurements were made to explore the nature of thetransient response of the layer when it was subjected to a

Introducing an effective thermal diffusivity am which includes setp input of power. The data of Kulacki and lqagle (1975)
both the conduction and advection effects as will be employed to validate the present approach.

orm = a + at (9) Using the concept of effective diffusivity, the problem of
transient therr0al convection studied by Kulacki and Nagle

equation (8) becomes (1975) can be modeled mathematically as follows:

0, o,,
From the definition of the Husselt number, Nut, where the
subscriptI refers to an internally heated layer, we have t = 0 : T = Tt (lOa)

Convection Heat Transfer Conduction + Advection z = 0 : O_/Oz = 0 (16b)m

Nus = Conduction Heat Transfer - Conduction z -- L : T - TI (16c)

or where Tt is the upper surface temperature being the same
as the initial temperature of the fluid and L is the depth of

i Nul = a + at = ara (11) the layer. The effective thermal diffusivity is given by! ot a
t

O.104Ra]/4
]Hence the effective diffusivity can be expressed by am = Nula and Nun = - (17) ,
'! 1 - 0.751 Ra'_I/n
' am "- Nuiot (12)
_ The above relationship between Nul and Ras was developed.
i where Nul is a function of the internal Rayleigh number, by C'heung (1980) for moderate-Prandti-number fluid layers I
i Ra:, and Prandtl number, Pr, i._, using the experimental data of Kulacki and Nagle (1975) _

i Nui : f(Rat, Pr) (13) for water. The internal Nusselt number Nui and Rayleigh'number Ral are defined by

.....
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sl;_ _O_Ls (18) _(,7)= _-._,(1- ,?) (28)Nut ="2k(Teo-Tl) and Rat = 2ka-"-_ i
J !and

where T., : T0(co)" is the lower surface temperature at large _ t ,/ ¢O

times (Le., t _ co) as a new steady state is approached fol-. t ¢,(r,q) = _ a,, e"m'x_" cos_'*r/ (29)lowing the step change. Since the layer is thermally insulated I ram0

at the bottom, the lower surface temperature To(t) is also_ '
the maximum temperature of the layer. For given values of j where
step power input S and upper surface temperature T:, T0(t) ' 2n + I
represents the major unknown quantity of the problem. _ ,L, ffi _x for n : 0,1, 2, 3, . . . (30)

I

Introducing the following dimensionless independent vari-i From equation (27a), we have
ables and temperature, i OO

I

at z T- Tt (19) i "*-o_a,, cos A'*_/= -¢0/) (31)
_"ffi _--_, _/ffi _, and Opffi 9LZl2k .I

; Thus the coefficient an can be determined from the Fourier
the governing system can be nondimensionalized as i cosine series as

oo, . 0% 41

-- ,vut-_-+ 2 (20) i _ = -(-1)'*'-'2"-- (32)Nul ,X_

! Substituting the above expression for a,, into equation (29),
T ffi0: 0j, = 0 (21a) il we obtain

ffi 0 : 00p/0q ='0 (21b) i
4 _ (-l)'*e_iV.:_z,., cosA'*r/ (33)

17-- 1 : 0p = 0 (21c) i _(r,l?) = Nu, "*-0 '_i

The major objective is to determine the time-variation of the ! Hence the transient temperature distribution is given by
maximum (or lower surface) temperature following a step'

1 4 _ (-l)"e_jv,,_ ,
input of power, _, £e., ep(r,I/) = _--_ut(1 - 17)2 - _ At cos,_,q (34)ha0

To- Tt Io,(_,O)
SL2/2k (22) I With the above result, the maximum dimensionless tempera-

zg

I
ture of the layer which is located at the lower surface 01 = 0)

From a mathematical view point, an analyticalsolution can be is
sought for the above nonhomogeneo_ differential equation

with homogeneous initial and boundary conditions. To treat 0p0",0) ffi _ 1- 4 e-m'x_" (35)the nonhomogeneity in the governing equation, the dimen- "*=o "n .
sionless temperature Opis superposed by two parts, Le.,

Note that as r -, co, a new steady state is approached with

e,(_,,1)= ¢(_,,_)+ ¢(,1) (23) z Too- T,
Applying the principal of superlx)sifion, two separate govern- #_,(co,0) ffi /gu--"_= _LZ/2k (36)
ing systems are obtained. They are

da¢ + 2 Numerical calculations of the time-variation of the maxi-
dqa _ ffi0 (24) mum dimensionless temperature, #p0",0), has been performedfor the case of a step increase in Ra_ from zero to 9.3 x 10_.

The calculated results are shown by a solid curve in Figure

I1- 0: d¢/d¢ ffi0 (25a) 1 along with the data of Kuiacki and Nagle (1975) for wa-

:: 1 : _ ffi 0 (25b) ter. Overall, the present prediction by the effective diffmivity
approach agree: favorably with the transient data.

and

0_ 02¢ (26) 4 Develeping and Decaying Turbulent Con-
o"7= zvu,_-_, vection Flows

The process of transient natural convection in a volumet-
:-= 0: ¢ ::-_b (27a) rically heated dilute aqueous solution layer that is bounded

ffi0 : 0_,/0q :: 0 (2To) form below by a rigid, zero heat flux surface and from above,
I/: 1: ¢ : 0 (27c) by a rigid, isothermal surface was investigated experimen- i

tally by Kulacki and Emara (1977) and Keyhani and Kulackit
The solutions are (1983). They observed the transient response of the layer!

/

i" "J': |,tilt,l,, I _ " " ..... "_
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when the internal heat generation rate undergoes a step Introducing the following dimensionless temperature,

change, taking the layer from one state of steady convec- _P-Ts

tion to another. Measurements of the temporal history of 01,= ._iLZ/2k (45)the maximum temperature difference across the layer were
made for both developing and decaying flows as the volumeS- equations (37).and (38) can be written in dimensionless form
ric heat generation rate was either increased or decreased as

in this manner. The data of Keyhani and Kulacki (1983) 001, ,,, ,, 0201,
will be employed to further validate the effective diffusivity Or-- - t_,-+,,+,'_"+++ 23, (46)
approach.

The transient process described above which is initiated T = 0: 0j, = 01 (47a)

by a step change in the internal heat generation rate fromto S l, corresponding to a step change in the internal r/ffi 0: 08r/& ) = 0 (4"/b)
Rayleigh number from (Ral)+ to (Rat)l, can be simulated r/: 1: Oj,: 0 (47c)
theoretically using the concept of effective diffusivity. The where ,- = $//$_ is the ratio of the initial-to-final heat gener-
governing system is ation rate. A developing flow is obtained for 3'> 1 whereas

a decaying flow is obtained for 7 < 1. Note that for the

_'0T. _zO{(Nux).ta _--_} + __! (37) , special case of .),= 1, no change would occur in the layerasl

Op m Oi" (Nui)i(I-rl2) for 7m 1 (48)i
iT he governing system given by equations (46) and (47) can bet 0 7' T,(z) (3Sa)
I'solvedusingthemethodofsuperpositionina similarmanner

= 0: 8_/Oz ffi0 "(38b) +astheone presentedinsection3.The resultis

zffiL: _=T, (38c) 0, = _ :(1-y)2+4 [ 1 ,,r._7" ]where (Nul)l is the Nusseit number for the final state based (Nut)! ()gut), (_'"t)l

on the value of (Ral)l. It is given by (- I)":<,v.,>,_,,.,,cos,x,,,+ (49)
.-oZ",X_

_IL z O.104(Ra:)_/4

(zVu't)l = 2k [(To)/- Tt] I= 1 0.751(Ral)_ '/sz (39) where- 2n+ 1
A, = _a', n = 0,1, 2, 3, ... (50)where (To)I is the lower surface temperature of the layer in

the final steady state. The quantity _Pi(z)in equation (38a) Hence the temperature difference across the fluid layer at
is the initial steady-state temperature distn'bution of the layer any instant following the step change is equal to
before the step change, and is governed by the following To- Tt

system: ' " 8pO',O)= _+LZ/2k

d _, = 9/ + 4 (Hu,.),(Nul)ia + _ = 0 (40) (Nut) 1 (Nu,)!
It

(- 1)"--(1v"')!xP." (51)
z f0: d_i/dzffiO and z fL: _ifTt (41) _ As. _rim0

where (lgul)+ is the Nusselt number for the initial state based
on the value of (Rat)i. It is given by Evidently, e_,(¢,0) is not only a function of 3, but also a

function of (Nu:)+ and (Nut)l. This result is consistent with

SiLZ O'104(Rai)_/4 (42) ] the experimental observations of Kulacki and Emara (1977)
(Nu:)_ = 2k [(To)+- TI] = 1- 0.751(Rat), I/t2 and Keyhani and Kulacki (1983), that the transient temper-Iature difference across the layer depends on the magnitude

where (To)+ is the lower surface temperature of the layer in of the step change (/.e., 3,- 1) as well as the initial and final
the initial steady state. One major objective of the analysis values of the internal Rayleigh numbers, (Rat)i and (Ral)l,
is to determine the time variation of the lower surface tern- respectively.

perature To(t) as it varies from (To)i to (To)I following the Numerical calculations of the time-variation of ep(T,0) has
step change, been performed for two different cases. The first case cor-

responds to a step increase in the internal Rayleigh number
i The exact solution for equations (40) and (41) is, in di- from (Rat)i = 5.87 x 10s to (Raz)l " 2.85 × 10v, which re-
: mensionless form, suits in a developing flow with the value of 3, being 4.855.

' 0;(q) ffi(Nlul) (1 - r/x) (43) The second case corresponds to a step decrease in the inter-nal Rayleigh number from (Ra:)+ " 2.845 × 109 to (Rat)/-

where 6.12× 10e, which results in a decaying flow with the value of 3' !
being 0.215. Results are shown by the solid curves in Figures '_

T_(z)- Tt (44) 2 and 3, respectively, along with the data of Keyhani and'
e_ = S_LZ/2k Kulacki (1983) for water. Overall, the predicted transient l
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temperature differences across the layer agree surprisingly in equation (54) is defined in terms of the thickness, Ls of
well with the measured results for both the developing and the upper portion of the layer, i.e.,
decaying flows.

_L] .¢(L- L,) zNut - - (55)
,:2t(TR - 2'.) 2k(T... - T,,)5 Thermal Convection in a Heat Gener-

Since turbulent convection is present only in the region Ls _<
ating Layer with Bottom Cooling z _<L, the internal Rayleigh number must be defined in terms

of L2 as
Thus far, the cases that we have considered are all re-

gSL! L,)
stricted to the situation in which the lower surface of the Ras :- ffi (56)
heat-generating layer is thermally insulated. Under this con- 2kay 2kay

dition, turbulent convection would prevail over the entire fluid With the above expression for Ral, the value of Nut is given
layer since the temperature stratification is unstable through- by equation (17).
out the layer. However, under severe accident conditions the
lower boundary of a core-melt layer is not thermally insu-' Under steady-state conditions, the lower and upper surface
lated. Rather, the melt layer is losing heat from below. With l heat fluxes are given respectively by

bottom cooling, the temperature stratification is stable in the, q_'=, ._Lt and q_ = SL2 - _(L - Lt) (57)
lower portion of the layer and thus the heat transfer mode

there is dominated by conduction. Turbulent convection is The fraction of the total power generated in the layer that
limited only to the upper portion of the layer (Kulacki and is transferred downward is simply given by
Goldstein 1972, Baker et aL 1976). Because of the differ-
ence in the heat transfer mode between the lower and the Fo-" q_/SL = Lt/L (58)
upper portions of the layer, different expressions must be
employed for the effective thermal diffusivity in these two ! Similarly, the fraction Of the total power generated in the
regions. These expressions arc given by equation (14). _ layer that is Uansferred upward is given by

To demonstrate the validity of the effective diffusivity ap- Pz - q'_/SL ffi 1 - Lt/L = 1 - Fo (59)

proach when applied to different regions or zones of a core- Evidently, the downward fraction Fo and the maximum layer

melt layer, the experimental data of Kulacki and Goldstcin i temperature T.m are the two major unknowns of the problem
i (1972) is employed. They investigated the process of stea.dy , that need to be determined for given values of internal heat
thermal convection in a volumeiflcally heated layer bounded i generation rate 5 and the total depth L of the layer.
from above and below by two rigid planes of constant and

In terms of the unknown quantity Fo, equations (52) toequal temperature. With this arrangement, the layer was !
cooled from both the lower and upper surfaces. Turbu- s(54) can be solved analytically to give

lent convection was present only in the upper portion of T-T,, [ -4qz+gFor/ for 0 < I/< Fothe layer while in the lower portion of the layer, conduction . _, - - -
was the dominated mode of heat transfer. The steady-state ,' 5L2/8k t _4 [l_r/z+2F0(_/_ 1)] for Fe _<r/ _<1 (60)
temperature distributions of the layer were measured using a _ where q - z/L is the dimensionless distance measured upward
Mach-Zehnder interferometer for elevated Rayleigh numbers. 1 from the lower surface. From the above result, the maximum

Using the effective diffusivity approach, the above problem t temperature of the layer can bc determined in terms of Fo
can be modeled mathematically as follows: ', as

(dT) 5 j (O_),m _m'-T"=4F_o (61)d + =0 (52) =d'-;
It should be noted that the value of Nut in equation (60) is
a function of Fo. This is because Rat is defined in terms of

z ffi0: T = T,,, (53a) /.2. From equation (56), we have
z ffiLs : T = T=. or dT/dz = 0 (53b)

_SLS cI =
z = L : T = T,, (53c) Rat = _,- - Fo)s 32 RaKo(I - Fo)s (62)

where where

a for 0_< z < Ls gfl,_L sace = Nuta for Lt _<z _<L (54) RaKo = 64kc,----'-u (63)

In the above formulation, the lower portion of the layer is The above Rayleigh num.ber,RaKo, which is defined in terms
given by 0 <:z _<Ls whereas the upper portion by Li _<z <:L. of the given quantities $ and L, was introduced by Kulacki
A maximum temperature is exFected to occur at the unknown and Gold.stein (1972). From equations (17) and (62), wc
location of z = Lt. All the heat generated below this location have

•is assumed to transfer downwanl by heat conduction while all 0.247Ra_(1 - Fo)s/4the heat generated above this location is transferred upward Nut - (64)
by turbulent convection. This treatment is the same as the 1- 0.563Ra_n(l- Fo)-S/sz
one employed by Baker a al. (1976). The Nusselt number

1 "1 l,,,,t,l •, t



Combining equations (55), (61), and (64) and eliminating _-_, 4. Although the effective diffusivity method is not capa-
and Nut in favor of F0, an implicit expression is obtained hie of predicting the local temperature profile, it does
for Fo as a function of Rago. This is _ i provide a very good estimation of the maximum temper-

,_'t0 gz { I ._. [i_" 0°274R/!_4(1- _'_°)514 1112_-| (65) "i andatUre of the layer as we_ as the boundarytemp_ratureSbound_ry heat fluxes.0.563Ra_g|2(l - F0)-s/n] _ 5. By employing an appropriate heat transfer correlation for
! the Nusselt number, the effective diffusivityapproach can

For a given value of RaKo, the above nonlinear'equation _ be employed to predict the transient thermal behavior
is solved numerically using the Secant iteration method. Once of core melt resulting from a severe accident in nuclear
the value of Fo is known, the local temperature distribution reactors.
as well as the maximum temperature of the layer can be
determined from equation (60) and (61) respectively. Fig-
ure 4 shows the calculated temperature distributions for four References
different values of RaKa. Also shown in the figure for com-

parison are the experimental data of Kulacki and Goidstein Baker, L., R.E. Faw, and F.A. Kulacki, 1976, "Postaccident
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same as the corresponding values measured experimentally, in a Horizontal Fluid Layer with Uniform Volumetric Energy
This demonstrates that the effective diffusivity approach can i Sources," J. Fluid Mech.. Vol. 55, pp. 271-287.

be applied to the case in which the prevailing flow regime I Kulacki, F.A. and A.A. Emara, "1977,"Steady and Transient
and heat transfer mode vary in different regions of the layer. Thermal Convection in a Fluid Layer with Uniform Volumet-

ric Energy Sources," J. Fluid Mech.. Voi. 83, pp. 375-395.

6 Conclusions Kulacki, F.A. and M.E. Nagle, 1975, "Natural Convection in
a Horizontal Fluid Layer with Volumetric Energy Sources,"

We have successfully employed the effective diffusivity J. Heat Transfer,.Vol. 97, pp. 204-211.
approach to model the processes of steady and transient
natural convection in a horizontal layer of heat-generating Launder, B.E. and D.B. Spalding. 1972, Lectures in Mathematical
fluid subjected to various initial and boundary conditions. Models of Turbu|ettce, Academic Press, New York.
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions Spalding, D.B., 1978, "Turbulence Models for Heat Transfer,"
can be made. Proc. S_th Int. Heat Transfer Conf.. Vol. 6, pp. 33-43.

1. The effective diffusivity approach is a useful method in !
modeling the thermal behavior of heat-generating fluids.
The simplicity and accuracy of the method have been Table 1: Comparison of the predicted maximum tempera-ture and downward heat flux using the effective diffusivity

clearly demonstrated in the present study, approach with measured results.
2. Based on the effective diffusivity approach, the transient J.

response of an initially motionless heat-generating fluid
layer to a step input of power can be correctly predicted. Rage O...(KG/EDA) q_/SL(KG/EDA)

i The method also accurately predicts the developing and 5.469 × 10J 0.72/0.7528 0.4243/0.4338
! decaying nature of the flow following a step change in 1.582 x 104 0.65/0.6433 0.4031/0.4010
t the internal Rayleigh number from one state of steady 6.320 × 104 0.48/0.5139 0.3464/0.3584
, convection to another. I 2.738 × lOS 0.40/0.3968 0.3162/0.3150
! 3. The effective diffusivity approach can be applied to vat-

: ious flow regions of a heat.generating layer, and is not KG: Experimental Data of Kulacki and Golchtein (1972) i
i limited to the case in which the entire layer b in turbu-[

lent convection motion. I EDA: Effective Diffusivtty Approach I
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Figure 3. Temperature d_erence across the layer
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